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University of Colorado Boulder
The ability to enact cognitive control under changing environmental demands is commonly studied using
set-shifting paradigms. While the control processes required for task set reconfiguration (switch costs)
have been studied extensively, less research has focused on the control required during task repetition in
blocks containing multiple tasks as compared to those containing a single task (mixing costs). We
investigated how individual differences in mixing costs related to other executive functions (EFs) in a
large sample (N ⫽ 749) of young adults. Individual differences in mixing costs across three different
set-shifting paradigms loaded significantly onto a mixing cost latent variable. This Mixing Cost factor
moderately correlated with a Common EF factor capturing variance shared across nine EF tasks designed
to tap response inhibition, working memory updating, and mental set-shifting. It did not correlate with
Updating-Specific and Shifting-Specific factors. Results indicate that the additional cognitive control
required during mixed-task block repeat trials relies on general executive processes, as well as unique
abilities distinct from both set-shifting and working memory updating.
Keywords: mixing costs, task-switching, cognitive control, executive function unity and diversity,
confirmatory factor analysis

have largely been ignored. Further, relatively little work has situated these processes within the larger realm of executive functions
(EFs). Here we aim to bridge these gaps by investigating the
mixing cost from an individual difference perspective.

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of human cognition is our ability to act flexibly in the face of an ever-changing
environment. However, this flexibility is not effortless, and often
incurs a substantial performance cost. Set-shifting (also referred to
as task-switching) paradigms have consistently shown responses to
be slower and more error prone directly following a switch to a
new task (see Kiesel et al., 2010; Monsell, 2003). But of critical
importance to the current study, performance decrements are not
exclusive to switches. Instead, these switches are often found to
affect the surrounding trials, such that general performance is
poorer even on repeat trials in environments that require periodic
switching, compared to performance in blocks that do not require
such switches (Rubin & Meiran, 2005). Although a growing body
of research has begun to explore the processes underlying this
general performance cost, effects at the individual subject level

Cognitive Costs of Mixing Tasks
Early task-switching paradigms measured the costs associated
with switching by contrasting performance in mixed-task blocks
(henceforth referred to as mixed blocks), which require alternation
between two or more tasks, with that in single-task blocks (single
blocks), which require the repetition of a single task (Jersild,
1927). This measure is referred to as the global switch cost, but is
typically not used because it conflates the cognitive demands
required specifically when switching task sets with the additional
cognitive resources required when maintaining two task sets during mixed blocks (Vandierendonck, Liefooghe, & Verbruggen,
2010). As such, more recent paradigms have differentiated between these component processes by using mixed blocks that
contain both switch trials and repeat trials (e.g., A, BSwitch, BRepeat,
ASwitch; Los, 1999; Meiran, 1996). The contrast of switch trial
reaction times (RTs) with repeat trial RTs within mixed blocks is
referred to as the local switch cost, or simply the switch cost. The
general cost of the inclusion of two task sets in the mixed block is
captured by contrasting RTs from repeat trials within the mixed
blocks to trials within the single blocks, which are by definition,
repeat trials and only require one task. This difference is referred
to as the mixing cost.
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Several possible sources of the mixing cost have been posited.
Rubin and Meiran (2005) argued that the mixing cost arises from
the ongoing need to manage competition between distinct task sets
during mixed blocks. This hypothesis is supported by the finding
that mixing costs are typically larger for bivalent stimuli (e.g., a
red triangle can be sorted according to either the color or shape
dimension) than for univalent stimuli (e.g., the outline of a triangle
can only be sorted according to shape; Rubin & Meiran, 2005).
Bivalent stimuli may induce competition by activating both task
sets via bottom up processes. Consistent with this account, Koch et
al. (2005) observed reduced mixing costs for bivalent stimuli that
were mapped to a single task (i.e., appeared in conjunction only
with Task A or only with Task B) compared to items that appeared
with equal frequency in both tasks. These findings provide evidence that a critical element of mixed blocks is the need to
continuously establish, or reestablish, goals. In contrast to single
blocks in which only one goal must be set and maintained throughout the block, mixed blocks require participants to engage this
goal-setting (also referred to as task-decision) process following
each task cue. Rubin and Meiran (2005) further suggested that this
decision process is particularly susceptible to interference from the
competing task set, and thus results in the poorer performance
observed during the repeat trials of mixed blocks.
Other accounts have suggested that mixing costs are the result of
response-related processes. For example, Marí-Beffa, Cooper, and
Houghton (2012) suggested that participants adopt a strategy in which
a task switch is expected in all mixed block trials. This “switching set”
serves to selectively inhibit stimulus-response mappings from the
prior trial, thereby facilitating performance on the more cognitively
demanding switch trials at the expense of repeat trials. In support of
this theory, response repetition within mixed block repeat trials produced only a very small, or even negative, benefit, despite large
facilitative effects in single block trials.

individual studies have typically employed a single paradigm. As a
result, these costs have likely captured the executive processes of
interest as well as additional processes required by specific tasks or
stimuli (e.g., reading speed, spatial ability, response selection, etc.).
This difficulty in distinguishing EFs from the processes on which they
operate, referred to as task impurity, is well documented within the EF
literature (Burgess, 1997; Friedman & Miyake, 2017). To address this
issue, we extract common variance in the mixing costs across three
distinct switching tasks, thereby isolating the executive processes
generally recruited during mixed blocks.
Next, we seek to elucidate the nature of these processes by
investigating the degree to which they tap EFs recruited during
other executive tasks. Although several studies have explored the
relationship between mixing and switch costs (e.g., Braver et al.,
2003; Tarantino et al., 2016), to date, the mixing cost has not been
systematically examined with regard to cognitive measures outside
of set-shifting. In this study, we use a bifactor EF model (see
Figure 1, which reproduces the analysis of data collected on young
adults reported by Friedman et al. [2016]). This model is comprised of three orthogonal latent factors that predict performance
across nine tasks of which three assess prepotent response inhibition, three assess working memory updating, and three assess
shifting between task sets as indexed by local switch costs. A
Common EF factor predicts performance across all tasks, while
Updating-Specific and Shifting-Specific factors capture performance above and beyond the Common EF factor that is unique to
the updating and shifting tasks, respectively. There is no InhibitionSpecific factor as the correlations between the inhibition tasks are
fully explained by the Common EF factor (see Ito et al. [2015] for
replication in an independent sample).
Consistent with the theoretical perspective of Rubin and Meiran
(2005), we hypothesized that the mixing cost would be strongly
associated with Common EF, as this factor is thought to capture
the ability to maintain and implement goals by biasing lower-level
processing (Friedman & Miyake, 2017; Miyake & Friedman,
2012). In contrast, there was no reason to expect mixing costs to
relate to the Updating-Specific factor, which is hypothesized to
reflect the precision of gating information into working memory
and possibly memory retrieval (Friedman & Miyake, 2017). The
expected relationship between the mixing cost and the ShiftingSpecific factor is less clear. Because this factor is thought to
capture the speed with which goals can be replaced (Herd et al.,
2014), repeat trials (i.e., trials on which the previous goal remains
relevant) are unlikely to benefit from this ability. As such, no
association would be expected between these factors. On the other
hand, accounts that attribute the mixing cost to processes affecting
both switch and repeat trials (e.g., selective response suppression
[Marí-Beffa et al., 2012]) may be consistent with a tradeoff between the mixing cost and Shifting-Specific abilities. Thus, our
results may also shed light on the degree to which mixing and
switch costs arise from independent processes.

Rational and Approach in the Current Study

Method

A growing literature indicates that the mixing cost captures
elements of executive control distinct from those of the switch
cost. For example, both children (Manzi, Nessler, Czernochowski,
& Friedman, 2011) and older adults (Kray & Lindenberger, 2000;
Mayr, 2001) have been found to demonstrate disproportionately
large mixing costs despite relatively normal switch costs. Neuroimaging data has provided further evidence of this distinction, with
mixing and switch costs having been associated with distinct
underlying brain regions (e.g., Braver, Reynolds, & Donaldson,
2003) and electrophysiological correlates (e.g., Tarantino, Mazzonetto, & Vallesi, 2016). Finally, mixing and switch costs are
differentially affected by task manipulations. For instance, removing stimulus ambiguity by using univalent stimuli has been shown
to reduce the mixing cost but not the switch cost (Koch, Prinz, &
Allport, 2005; Rubin & Meiran, 2005; but see also Meiran, 2000).

Hypothesized Sources of the Mixing Cost

The current study aims to shed further light on the factors underlying the mixing cost using a latent variable approach. First, we
investigate the extent to which mixing costs derived from different
paradigms reflect the same executive processes. Although a broad
range of switching tasks has been shown to produce mixing costs,

Participants
Participants were 749 individuals (400 females, 349 males)
recruited through the Colorado Longitudinal Twin Sample (see
Rhea, Gross, Haberstick, & Corley, 2013, for more information on
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Figure 1. Bifactor parameterization of executive functions (EFs) with a common EF latent variable which
predicts performance across all nine EF tasks. Because the Common EF factor captures the variance common
to all three EFs, the orthogonal Updating-Specific and Shifting-Specific factors capture the variance that is
unique to updating and shifting, respectively. There is no Inhibition-Specific factor because the Common EF
variance is isomorphic with that of Inhibition. All values reflect standardized estimates. Ellipses and rectangles
denote latent factors and observed variables, respectively. Single-headed arrows reflect factor loadings and
residual variances, double-headed arrows reflect residual correlations. All parameters are statistically significant
(p ⬍ .05).

the sample). All participants were members of same-sex twin
pairs, with the majority of the sample comprised of complete twin
pairs; however, genetic analyses are not considered in the present
study. Participants ranged in age from 21.11 to 28.03 years (M ⫽
22.84, SD ⫽ 1.29). All research protocols were approved by the
University of Colorado’s Institutional Review Board. Testing was
completed as part of a larger twin study of EFs (see Friedman et
al., 2016), and their relations to psychopathology and selfregulation (e.g., Gustavson, Miyake, Hewitt, & Friedman, 2015);
however, analyses of mixing costs have not been included in any
other study.

Materials, Design, and Procedure
Participants completed a battery of nine tasks used to measure
three EF constructs. Here we provide a detailed description of the
shifting tasks, and a brief overview of the other tasks (for full task
details and scoring procedures, see Friedman et al., 2016).
Response inhibition and working memory updating tasks.
Three tasks were used to index participants’ ability to inhibit a
prepotent or dominant response. Antisaccade required participants
to look in the opposite direction of a cue to see a number target that
appeared only briefly (233 to 173 ms) before being masked (dependent variable [DV]: accuracy). Stop-signal required participants to stop a prepotent categorization response (identifying the
direction of a green arrow) on 25% of trials during which the arrow
turned red (DV: stop-signal RT). Stroop required participants to
name the color of neutral (asterisks) or color word stimuli, inhibiting the prepotent tendency to read the words (DV: Incongruent
block mean RT – asterisks block mean RT).1
Three updating tasks indexed participants’ ability to update the
contents of working memory. Keep track required participants to
remember the most recent two to five target category exemplars
from a continuous stream of 15 to 25 words belonging to six
categories (DV: accuracy). Letter–memory required participants to
continuously say aloud the most recent four letters in a continuous
series of nine, 11, or 13 letters (DV: proportion of correct sets).

Spatial n-back required participants to report whether an item
appeared in the same spatial location as n trials ago (DV: average
of the z scores for arcsined proportion correct scores from the 2and 3-back conditions).
Cued shifting tasks. Three cued shifting tasks were used to
index both switch and mixing costs. In the number–letter task,
participants categorized number–letter or letter–number pairs (e.g.,
A9 or 9A) according to either the number (2–9 as even/odd) or
letter (A, E, I, U, G, K, M, or R as consonant/vowel), depending
on its location in 2 ⫻ 2 box (cued by darkening the outline of the
relevant quadrant). In the color–shape task, participants categorized stimuli according to either color (red/green) or shape (circle/
triangle), depending on a cue (C or S) that appeared above the
stimulus on each trial. In the category–switch task, participants
categorized words by size (identifying something smaller/larger
than a soccer ball) or animacy (identifying something living/
nonliving), depending on a symbol (heart or crossed arrows) that
appeared above each stimulus. In all tasks, the cue appeared 350
ms prior to target onset, and the cue and target remained on the
screen until the participant responded, which triggered the next
trial after a 350-ms response-to-cue interval. A 200-ms buzz
sounded for errors.
All three shifting tasks contained both single blocks in which
only one task was required, as well as mixed blocks in which the
two subtasks were pseudorandomly mixed such that half the trials
required switching subtasks and half required repeating the same
subtask. Within each task, participants completed single blocks
followed by mixed blocks to ensure that performance during single
blocks was not affected by prior exposure to shifting. Single blocks
consisted of 24 trials each in the color–shape task, and 32 trials
each in the number–letter and category-switch tasks (block length
1
Although the Stroop task is sometimes considered a selective attention
task, it is the prepotent word-reading response that must be avoided
(MacLeod, 1991). Thus, the Stroop task has been used to tap response
inhibition (e.g. Friedman & Miyake, 2004; Vendrell et al., 1995).
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differed slightly due to counterbalancing considerations). Each
single block was preceded by 12 practice trials and included two
“warm-up” trials that were not analyzed. Participants next completed two mixed blocks comprised of 56 trials each for color–
shape, and 64 trials each for number–letter and category-switch.
Participants also completed two predictable-switch blocks in the
number–letter task (not analyzed here) prior to the random mixed
blocks. The first of each type of switch block was preceded by 24
practice trials, and each switch block included four additional
“warm-up” trials.
Two DVs were computed for each task. The switch cost was the
difference between average RTs for switch and repeat trials in the
mixed blocks. The mixing cost was the difference between average
RTs for repeat trials in the mixed blocks and all trials in the single
blocks (which are by design, repeat trials). In addition, both RT
components of the mixing cost were used as dependent measures
in alternative models.

General Procedure
The EF tasks were administered as part of a larger battery of
interviews and questionnaires (not analyzed in the current study).
Questionnaires and short breaks were intermixed with tasks to
alleviate fatigue and boredom. In total, the EF tasks took approximately two hours to complete. Within each EF task (and whenever
possible, within each task block), stimuli were appropriately counterbalanced and randomized. The order of stimuli within each task
and the order of tasks were fixed for all participants to avoid
participant by order interactions. As the current study is one
focused on individual differences, contrasts across participants are
of interest, rather than contrasts across tasks; fixing the order
maximizes the degree to which individual differences in performance reflect differences in abilities, rather than differences in
testing experiences. The tasks were ordered such that sequential
tasks tapped different EFs: antisaccade, spatial 2-back, color–

shape, letter–memory, number–letter, keep track, category switch,
Stroop, spatial 3-back, stop–signal.

Statistical Procedures
Data transformation and trimming. To improve normality,
data were transformed and trimmed following the same procedures
we use in all studies (see Friedman et al., 2016). Briefly, the spatial
n-back accuracy scores were arcsine transformed to reduce skewness, and all RT tasks (except the stop-signal) underwent withinsubject trimming (Wilcox & Keselman, 2003). RTs from incorrect
trials and impossibly fast responses (⬍200 ms) were excluded
from analysis. Additionally, within the three shifting tasks, RTs
following error trials were excluded, as determining switch versus
repeat trials is dependent on the preceding trial. Following withinsubject RT trimming, extreme high and low scores at the betweensubjects level (greater than 3 SDs from the group mean) were
replaced with the cutoff value of 3 SDs above or below the mean,
respectively; this Winsorization was used to improve normality
and reduce the impact of extreme scores while maintaining these
scores in the distribution. See Table 1 for information on the data
skewness and kurtosis after trimming and transformation. Average
accuracy was greater than 92% in all RT tasks. For ease of
interpretation, all RT measures were reverse-scored such that
across all tasks, higher values reflect better performance.
Model estimation. All analyses were conducted using Mplus
7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998/2012), using robust maximum likelihood estimation. All analyses were conducted on raw data, rescaled when appropriate to avoid ill-scaled covariance matrices.
Mplus uses full information maximum likelihood in the presence
of missing data. (30 participants were missing one or more tasks
due to color blindness, equipment malfunction, failure to comply
with task instructions, or chance-level accuracy; see Table 1 for ns
for each task). To account for nonindependence of twin pairs, the
Mplus TYPE ⫽ COMPLEX option was used to obtain a scaled

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics
Task

N

M

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Skewness

Kurtosis

Reliability

Antisaccade
Stop signal
Stroop
Keep track
Letter memory
Spatial n-backa
SC: Number–letter
SC: Color–shape
SC: Category
MC: Number–letter
MC: Color–shape
MC: Category
MR: Number–letter
MR: Color–shape
MR: Category
SR: Number–letter
SR: Color–shape
SR: Category

748
735
737
749
749
749
748
743
747
748
743
747
748
743
747
748
743
747

.62
215 ms
156 ms
.72
.70
⫺.01
246 ms
221 ms
198 ms
69 ms
263 ms
50 ms
742 ms
705 ms
703 ms
673 ms
441 ms
652 ms

.16
30
74
.09
.13
.91
157
181
161
103
151
85
138
172
128
97
68
91

.20
116
⫺73
.44
.38
⫺2.74
⫺241
⫺239
⫺81
⫺259
⫺143
⫺230
469
373
457
451
302
460

.96
315
387
.96
.10
2.70
735
792
735
399
726
333
1177
1228
1114
973
667
937

⫺.13
⫺.23
.71
⫺.36
.22
⫺.31
.91
1.05
1.14
.83
.85
.77
.95
.72
.99
.82
.97
.94

⫺.67
.24
.70
.10
⫺.64
⫺.04
.91
1.18
1.27
1.25
.52
1.35
1.09
.16
.82
.68
.83
.88

.90b
.63b
.96c
.66b
.92b
.75c
.91c
.90c
.94c
.92c
.95c
.91c
.97c
.97c
.98c
.98c
.98c
.97c

Note. SC ⫽ switch cost; MC ⫽ mixing cost; MR ⫽ mixed block repeat reaction time; SR ⫽ single block repeat reaction time.
a
Average of z scores for the arsine transformed 2- and 3-back tasks. b Internal reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s alpha.
was calculated by adjusting split-half or Part 1–Part 2 correlations with the Spearman–Brown prophecy formula.

c

Internal reliability

MIXING COSTS AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS

chi-square and standard errors robust to nonindependence (Rebollo, De Moor, Dolan, & Boomsma, 2006). We report the chisquare for each model; however, because this test is sensitive to
sample size, we also considered comparative fit index (CFI) ⬎ .95
and root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) ⬍ .06 as
indicators of good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1998).

Results
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Table 2 presents the correlation matrix for all measures. As can
be seen along the diagonal, within-factor task correlations ranged
from .13 to .66 (ps ⬍ .001).

Common Cognitive Processes Underlying the
Mixing Cost
To address our first aim of investigating the common cognitive
processes underlying the mixing cost, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted on the mixing costs across the three
shifting tasks (Figure 2A). This mixing cost model is fully saturated and thus perfectly reproduces that data, 2(0) ⫽ 0.00, p ⫽
.000, CFI ⫽ 1.000, RMSEA ⫽ .000. Thus, model fit is not
diagnostic, but this model indicates whether the three measures
significantly load on a latent variable and is a prerequisite for
examining its relations to other EF variables. The standardized
loadings were all significant (standardized s ⫽ .43 to .69), suggesting that the mixing cost does indeed arise from shared processes.
However, because the mixing cost reflects a difference between
RT measures, these loadings could reflect shared variance due to
perceptual and/or response speed. To address this concern, a
bifactor CFA consisting of a speed and mixing-specific factor was
conducted on the raw mixed block repeat and single block RTs,
rather than the difference scores (Figure 2B). In this model,2 all six
variables (3 tasks ⫻ 2 trial types) load on a Speed factor, and a
Mixing-Specific factor captures remaining covariances among the
mixed block repeat trials. The fit indices for this model indicated
an excellent fit, 2(3) ⫽ 1.19, p ⫽ .755, CFI ⫽ 1.000, RMSEA ⫽
.000. Consistent with the one factor model, mixed block repeat
trials all loaded significantly onto a Mixing-Specific factor (s ⫽
.30 to .45), as well as a Speed factor (s ⫽ .66 to .72).

Relationship to Other Executive Functions
To address our second aim of determining the relationship
between mixing processes and other EF constructs, two CFAs
were constructed by adding each of the mixing models described
above to the bifactor EF model consisting of Common EF,
Updating-Specific, and Shifting-Specific factors. The model with
the mixing cost latent variable (Figure 2C) fit well, 2(41) ⫽
79.65, p ⬍ .001, CFI ⫽ .970, RMSEA ⫽ .035. Consistent with our
hypothesis, the Mixing Cost factor significantly correlated with the
Common EF factor, r ⫽ .59, p ⬍ .001, but the 95% confidence
interval [.43 to .71] did not contain 1.0, indicating processes
unique to mixing. The Mixing Cost factor did not correlate with
the Shifting-Specific, r ⫽ .11, p ⫽ .151, nor Updating-Specific,
r ⫽ .11, p ⫽ .144 factors.
The model with the Speed and Mixing-Specific factors and EFs
(Figure 2D) also fit well, 2(65) ⫽ 125.22, p ⬍ .001, CFI ⫽ .982,

5

RMSEA ⫽ .035. The relationship between mixing processes and
Common EF remained after accounting for speed. Specifically, the
Mixing-Specific factor significantly correlated with Common EF,
r ⫽ .24, p ⫽ .001, although the relationship was weaker than that
with the Mixing Cost factor. Consistent with the prior model, the
Mixing-Specific factor did not significantly correlate with the
Shifting-Specific, r ⫽ –.14, p ⫽ .141, nor Updating-Specific, r ⫽
–.06, p ⫽ .463 factors. The Speed factor significantly correlated
with the Common EF, r ⫽ .65, p ⬍ .001, Shifting-Specific, r ⫽
.32, p ⬍ .001, and Updating-Specific, r ⫽ .20, p ⫽ .002 factors.

Discussion
The goals of the current study were twofold: (1) to investigate
whether mixing costs across paradigms arise from common cognitive processes and (2) to determine the degree to which these
processes are associated with other EFs. Consistent with the hypothesis that individual differences in mixing costs are captured by
a shared factor, mixing costs across three paradigms loaded significantly onto a latent Mixing factor. These loadings remained
significant when accounting for general speed. Confirming the
hypothesis that the processes underlying the mixing cost tap Common EF abilities, we observed a moderate correlation between the
Mixing factor and the Common EF factor, which also remained
significant when accounting for general speed. In contrast, there
was no evidence that the mixing cost arises from processes related
to either the Updating-Specific or Shifting-Specific factors. This
study provides unique insight into the mixing cost, as it is the first
to systematically investigate the underlying processes within a
framework of EF constructs. Further, we addressed issues of task
impurity by investigating commonalities in the mixing costs across
paradigms that differed in lower-level processing demands.

Contribution of Other EF Abilities
Common EF. Our findings indicate that a substantial portion
of the processes underlying the mixing cost relate to processes
tapped by a Common EF factor. Individual differences in Common
EF predict performance across tasks targeting response inhibition,
working memory updating, and set-shifting, and are thought to
reflect abilities related to goal-relevant processes (Friedman &
Miyake, 2017; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Evidence from computational modeling suggests that both goal representation and
implementation are critically important to Common EF. Specifically, in a recent biologically grounded neural network model of
task shifting, manipulations of signal-to-noise ratio in prefrontal
cortex (representing strength and crispness of representation) as
well as connection strength between prefrontal cortex and posterior brain regions (representing top-down biasing) both affected
the model’s switch cost, as well as the model’s Stroop interference
cost; this effect on multiple types of EF scores is consistent with an
effect on Common EF (Herd et al., 2014). Although these param2
In this model, and in this model when combined with the other EF
variables, residual correlations were included between measures derived
from the same paradigm (e.g. mixed block repeat and single block trials
from color–shape, and both of those with switch costs from color–shape),
as performance on these measures might be expected to correlate due to
paradigm-related factors. In the full model with all EFs, these correlations
ranged from –.12 to .50 (ps ⫽ .678 to ⬍.001).
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Task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Antisaccade
Stop signal
Stroop
Keep track
Letter memory
Spatial n-back
SC: Number–letter
SC: Color–shape
SC: Category
MC: Number–letter
MC: Color–shape
MC: Category
MR: Number–letter
MR: Color–shape
MR: Category
SR: Number–letter
SR: Color–shape
SR: Category

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

—
.24
.32
.25
.39
.37
.26
.16
.36
.19
.27
.22
.37
.35
.39
.33
.28
.33

—
.13
.12
.11
.05
.09
.01
.15
.04
.09
.04
.15
.13
.15
.17
.17
.18

—
.23
.29
.18
.18
.17
.29
.07
.23
.16
.28
.30
.34
.33
.24
.33

—
.51
.32
.11
.14
.22
.06
.25
.11
.26
.31
.34
.31
.23
.36

—
.40
.09
.11
.20
.09
.27
.16
.28
.36
.32
.31
.30
.29

—
.04
.09
.15
.04
.19
.09
.18
.20
.20
.22
.08
.19

—
.43
.50
.01
.21
.13
.22
.25
.32
.30
.19
.32

—
.41
.03
.08
.02
.22
.15
.25
.29
.21
.33

—
.11
.28
.13
.36
.34
.45
.41
.25
.51

—
.22
.29
.71
.24
.30
–.05
.10
.14

—
.35
.43
.90
.48
.37
.08
.34

—
.39
.39
.69
.24
.16
.02

—
.57
.66
.66
.46
.54

—
.63
.55
.48
.50

—
.61
.47
.74

—
.56
.62

—
.50

—

Note. N ⫽ 749. SC ⫽ switch cost; MC ⫽ mixing cost; MR ⫽ mixed block repeat reaction time (RT); SR ⫽ single block repeat RT. Correlations are
maximum likelihood estimates (from Mplus) based on all data, adjusted for missing observations. RT and cost measures were reverse scored such that for
all tasks, higher scores indicate better performance. Boldface type indicates significance (p ⬍ .05), determined with standard errors adjusted for
nonindependence.

eter manipulations were not directly investigated with regard to the
mixing cost, the observed speeding across all mixed-block trials
suggests that Common EF may underlie general performance
within multiple-task contexts.
One possible explanation for the strong relationship between
Common EF and mixing costs is that Common EF processes
support the effective management of task sets. As discussed by

Rubin and Meiran (2005), the mixing cost is often hypothesized to
arise from stimulus-driven competition between current and previously relevant goals. Consistent with this view, we propose that
individuals with high Common EF may be able to more easily
overcome this bottom-up competition by invoking stronger, more
distinguished representations of task sets, and more effectively
engaging top-down control over ongoing processing. Similarly,

Figure 2. (A, B) Latent variable models of mixing costs and (C, D) their relations to other EFs. (A) In the
one-factor model, a single Mixing Cost factor predicts performance across three shifting tasks. (B) In the bifactor
model, the mixing cost is decomposed into two factors: a general Speed factor accounting for reaction times
across both mixed block repeat and single block trials, and a Mixing-Specific factor capturing commonality
specific to mixed block reaction times. The Common EF factor is strongly correlated with the (C) Mixing Cost
factor and remains correlated with the (D) Mixing-Specific factor when accounting for Speed. Not displayed in
Panels C and D are factor loadings (all statistically significant) and residual correlations between measures
derived from the same paradigm (range ⫽ –.12 to .50; ps ⫽ .001 to .678). Values in all panels reflect
standardized estimates. Ellipses and rectangles denote latent factors and observed variables, respectively.
Single-headed arrows reflect factor loadings and residual variances, double-headed arrows reflect interfactor as
well as residual correlations. Solid lines indicate significance (p ⬍ .05).
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competition between task sets may also be reduced in these individuals via stronger lateral inhibition of the irrelevant task set.
General Speed was also found to be most strongly correlated
with Common EF. These results are consistent with prior findings
from an earlier EF battery in this sample and a latent variable
comprised of pencil-and-paper tests measuring perceptual speed
(Friedman et al., 2008). Further, in the aforementioned computational model, manipulation of Common EF parameters resulted in
changes in generalized speed of responding (Herd et al., 2014).
Several researchers (e.g., Cepeda, Blackwell, & Munakata, 2013)
have noted that measures of processing speed frequently rely on
multiple higher-level cognitive abilities including goal maintenance. Thus, the strong association between Speed and Common
EF likely reflects the importance of implementing goal-relevant
processing throughout all trials, even those within the single-task
blocks.
Shifting-specific. Mixing costs showed no relationship with
Shifting-Specific processes. The Shifting-Specific factor is thought
to reflect the speed with which goals can be replaced (Herd et al.,
2014), which benefits the switch cost by allowing task set reconfiguration to occur quickly. Given that repeat trials require goals to
be maintained or reinstantiated rather than replaced, there is no
reason to expect a relationship between mixing costs and switching
costs. However, several accounts of the mixing cost suggest a
tradeoff between Shifting-Specific processes and the mixing cost.
For example, Marí-Beffa et al. (2012) proposed that mixing costs
arise from the adoption of a “switching-set” in mixed blocks,
which facilitates the more cognitively demanding switch trials at
the expense of repeat trials. Our results do not provide support for
this view, as high mixing costs were not associated with a reduced
switch cost. However, it should be noted that the Shifting-Specific
and Mixing factors did show a slight negative, but nonsignificant,
relationship when accounting for general speed. As such, there
may be a tradeoff that was not fully captured by the current study.

Processes Unique to the Mixing Cost
Although the Mixing factor significantly correlated with Common EF (r ⫽ .59, 95% confidence interval [.43, .71]), this correlation was significantly lower than 1.0, suggesting cognitive abilities unique to the mixing cost. We do not have data to elucidate
these specific processes, but one possibility is that mixing costs
rely heavily on goal-setting as, during mixed blocks, participants
must use the cue preceding each stimulus to implement the correct
task set (e.g., Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001). Although the
overlap with Common EF likely accounts for some of these
goal-oriented processes, the mixing cost is unique in that goal
representations and their accompanying stimulus-response mappings must be instantiated on each trial (as opposed to maintaining
an ongoing goal). As such, mixing costs are highly dependent on
the ability to reestablish the previously executed task set according
to an external cue.
Another possibility is that the mixing cost captures strategic
elements of goal management. Although each task was equally
likely to be cued, individuals may have adopted different strategies
to promote, for example, increased flexibility (i.e., a bias toward
switch trials, as suggested by Marí-Beffa et al., 2012), increased
stability (i.e., a bias toward repeat trials), or general conservatism
(slowing on all mixed block trials; e.g., Woodward, Meier, Tipper,
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& Graf, 2003). Sustained use of some strategies may result in a
stability-flexibility tradeoff (i.e., negative relationship between
Mixing and Switching-Specific abilities); however, individuals
may choose to adopt a variety of strategies, or may even transition
between strategies over the course of a task. As such, this goalmanagement may not consistently affect the Mixing and ShiftingSpecific factors, leading to a lack of any significant correlation
between the two.

Limitations and Future Directions
Our findings suggest that individual differences in mixing costs
are related to Common EF abilities, that is, effective management
and implementation of relevant task goals. However, the current
study has several limitations that we hope will be addressed in
future work. First, we are unable to distinguish between the effects
of robust goal representation and the effects of goal implementation via strong top-down biasing. Although mixing costs likely
arise from an interaction between these two factors, additional
research is needed to determine the nature of their individual
contributions. Second, the current study employed only shifting
paradigms in which task order was random and the relevant task
was cued prior to each trial. As such, future studies are required to
assess the generalizability of these findings to other shifting paradigms; for example, predictable-switch designs in which task
order is known, and multicue designs in which each task is
associated with more than one cue. Similarly, further research is
required to investigate the effects of different task manipulations,
including both task and block order as well as cue-to-stimulus
preparation interval. Despite these limitations, the current study is
the first to examine mixing costs within an individual differences
framework of EFs and, thus, provides a basis for future work
further elucidating the underlying processes.
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